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Crustal structure and evolution of the Niuafo'ou Microplate in the
northeastern Lau Basin, Southwestern Pacific
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  The northeastern Lau Basin is one of the fastest opening and magmatically most active back-arc

regions on Earth. Although the current pattern of plate boundaries and motions in this complex

mosaic of microplates is fairly well understood, the structure and evolution of the back-arc crust

are not. We present refraction seismic, multichannel seismic and gravity data from a 300 km long

east-west oriented transect crossing the Niuafo’ou Microplate (back-arc), the Fonualei Rift and

Spreading Centre (FRSC) and the Tofua Volcanic Arc at 17°20’S. Our P wave tomography model

shows strong lateral variations in the thickness and velocity-depth distribution of the crust. The

thinnest crust is present in the Fonualei Rift and Spreading Center, suggesting active seafloor

spreading there. In the much thicker crust of the volcanic arc we identify a region of anomalously

low velocities, indicative of partial melts. Surprisingly, the melt reservoir is located at ~17 km

distance to the volcanic front, supporting the hypothesis that melts are deviated from the volcanic

arc towards the FRSC in sub-crustal domains. We identify two distinct regions in the back-arc crust,

representing different opening phases of the northeastern Lau Basin. During initial extension,

likely dominated by rifting, crust of generally lower upper-crustal velocities formed. During an

advanced opening phase, likely dominated by seafloor spreading, crust of higher upper-crustal

velocities formed and is now up to 11 km thick. This thickening is the result of magmatic

underplating, which is supported by elevated upper mantle temperatures in this region.
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